Science Tables
SCIENCE AND UTILITY TABLES - Tables in a variety of
sizes, with several different top materials. Legs and aprons are
constructed of solid northern red oak or maple, and are smoothly
machined and finished with a clear environmentally friendly
waterborne acrylic finish. Aprons are constructed of solid northern red oak or maple and are 13/16”D x 4-1/2”H with heavy-duty
13 gauge steel corner braces. 2-1/4” square legs, with 5/16”
hanger bolts installed, are attached to apron with nuts and washers supplied. All tables are equipped with non-skid adjustable
glides for precise leveling and for prevention of rocking on
uneven floors. Tables are supplied with black rubber leg boots
which offer protection against scuffing and chemical spills.

TABLE CODE
APRON STYLE

SIZE

TOP

WOOD

HEIGHT

P = Plain
C = Book
Compartment
D = Drawer

716 = 21” X 48”
718 = 21” X 54”
721 = 21” X 60”
723 = 21” X 72”
710 = 24” X 48”
720 = 24” X 54”
760 = 24” X 60”
730 = 24” X 72”
712 = 30” X 48”
713 = 30” X 54”
714 = 30” X 60”
715 = 30” X 72”
717 = 36” X 48”
719 = 36” X 54”
722 = 36” X 60”
724 = 36” X 72”
711 = 42” X 48”
780 = 42” X 54”
790 = 42” X 60”
740 = 42” X 72”

0 = No Top
1 = 1-1/4” Plastic Laminate
2 = 1-1/4” ChemArmor Laminate
4 = 1” Phenolic Resin
5 = 1-3/4” Solid Maple
6 = 1” Epoxy Resin
7 = 1-1/4” Rock
8 = 3/4” Epoxy Resin

K = Oak
M = Maple

0 = No
Legs
30”
34”
36”

OPTIONS
N = None
L = Leg Braces
S = Leg Braces and
Stretchers
E = Electrical
LE = Leg Braces and
Electrical
SE = Leg Braces,
Stretchers and
Electrical

EXAMPLE: An oak 24” x 60” x 30”H plain apron
table with an epoxy resin top and no leg braces,
stretchers or electrical would be:
P7606K30N
NOTE: In the case of book compartment or drawer apron, there are two book compartments or
drawers on one side of tables less than 42” Deep.
Tables 42” Deep have two book compartments or
drawers on the front and back of the table.

We reccommend that 42”W tables be ordered with leg braces.
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Adjustable Height
Science Tables
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT TABLES - Welded 2”
steel angle iron frame is bolted directly to the
2-1/4” solid Oak or Maple legs. A 3/4” veneer
core plywood apron surrounds the steel frame
and is also screwed and bolted to the hardwood
legs. 1” stainless steel legs are held in place by
a steel allen head bolt and are adjustable on 1”
centers from 30” to 36”H. Load capacity of
500 lbs.
The table is available with a mobile drawer
system. The mobile drawer system incorporates
4 drawers in a unique system that allows the
unit to roll under the apron when adjusted to
36”. The top-drawer unit is removable to allow
the 3-drawer unit to fit under the 30” high setting. All drawers are locked and roll smoothly
on 100 lb. full extension glides. The unit rolls
easily on 3” locking swivel casters.

TABLE CODE
TABLE OPTION
A = Table Only
AM = Table with Mobile
Drawer System

4440K Mobile unit only

SIZE

TOP

713 = 30” X 54” 6 = 1” Epoxy Resin
714 = 30” X 60”
715 = 30” X 72”
725 = 30” X 84”

WOOD

EXAMPLE: An oak 30” x 60”
table with an epoxy resin top and
mobile drawer system would be:
AM7146K

K = Oak
M = Maple

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT TABLE - This amazing table’s height can
be adjusted by one person with out the use of tools in less than 30
seconds. Adjust only one end and you have an incline table for
physics. Adjust to 27”H and use in elementary grades. Raise to 39”H
for display work. Table adjusts in 1” increments from 27”H to 39”H.
Table boasts a 500 lb. weight capacity. The 4-1/2”H solid oak frame
with exposed metal corner braces compliment the powder coated legs
with adjustable glides. Available in four sizes with two top options,
1-1/4” plastic laminate or chemical resistant ChemArmor.

Size
24” x 48”
24” x 54”
24” x 60”
24” x 72”
100709X4
100093X4

Adjustable Height Tables
1-1/4” Plastic
1-1/4”
Laminate
ChemArmor
P8101K
P8102K
P8201K
P8202K
P8601K
P8602K
P8301K
P8302K
Set of Four Casters
Set of Four Incline Table Levelers
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Cabinet Tables
SCIENCE TABLE WITH STORAGE CABINET - 24”W x 29”H center cabinet with one adjustable shelf. This table is available with a plain apron or with book compartments. The center cabinet is available with two drawers or as a plain base cabinet.
This unit is available with our complete line of top materials to satisfy every requirement or budget.
TWO STATION CABINET TABLES
66”W x 24”D x 30”H
1 each Single-Faced Cabinet 24”W x 22”D x 29”H
2 each Book Compartments 12”W x 13”D x 3”H
2 each Drawers 11-1/2”W x 18”D x 5-1/2”H
ITEM #
2101K
C2101K
2201K
C2201K
2102K
C2102K
2202K
C2202K
2104K
C2104K
2204K
C2204K
2106K
C2106K
2206K
C2206K

TWO STATION CABINET TABLES
APRON CABINET
TOP
Plain
Plain
1-1/4” Plastic Laminate
Comp.
Plain
1-1/4” Plastic Laminate
Plain
Drawers
1-1/4” Plastic Laminate
Comp.
Drawers
1-1/4” Plastic Laminate
Plain
Plain
1-1/4” ChemArmor
Comp.
Plain
1-1/4” ChemArmor
Plain
Drawers
1-1/4” ChemArmor
Comp.
Drawers
1-1/4” ChemArmor
Plain
Plain
1” Phenolic Resin
Comp.
Plain
1” Phenolic Resin
Plain
Drawers
1” Phenolic Resin
Comp.
Drawers
1” Phenolic Resin
Plain
Plain
1” Solid Epoxy Resin
Comp.
Plain
1” Solid Epoxy Resin
Plain
Drawers
1” Solid Epoxy Resin
Comp.
Drawers
1” Solid Epoxy Resin

FOUR STATION CABINET TABLES
66”W x 42”D x 30”H
1 each Double-Faced Cabinet 24”W x 40”D x 29”H
4 each Book Compartments 12”W x 13”D x 3”H
4 each Drawers 11-1/2”W x 18”D x 5-1/2”H

ITEM #
2301K
C2301K
2401K
C2401K
2302K
C2302K
2402K
C2402K
2304K
C2304K
2404K
C2404K
2306K
C2306K
2406K
C2406K

FOUR STATION CABINET TABLES
APRON
CABINET
TOP
Plain
Plain
1-1/4” Plastic Laminate
Comp.
Plain
1-1/4” Plastic Laminate
Plain
Drawers
1-1/4” Plastic Laminate
Comp.
Drawers
1-1/4” Plastic Laminate
Plain
Plain
1-1/4” ChemArmor
Comp.
Plain
1-1/4” ChemArmor
Plain
Drawers
1-1/4” ChemArmor
Comp.
Drawers
1-1/4” ChemArmor
Plain
Plain
1” Phenolic Resin
Comp.
Plain
1” Phenolic Resin
Plain
Drawers
1” Phenolic Resin
Comp.
Drawers
1” Phenolic Resin
Plain
Plain
1” Solid Epoxy Resin
Comp.
Plain
1” Solid Epoxy Resin
Plain
Drawers
1” Solid Epoxy Resin
Comp.
Drawers
1” Solid Epoxy Resin
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Student Workstations

Student Side

Storage Side

LAB-VIEW 4 STUDENT WORKSTATION - The unique layout of this workstation allows the instructor to see the students,
fixtures and storage areas from the front of the classroom. While typical 4 student workstation have half of the students backs
and storage areas out of view of the instructor, this unparalleled workstation allows optimum visibility. The students all work
from the same side of the workstation, while the storage area is on the opposite side. This workstation is equipped with a 12” x
8” x 6” epoxy resin drop in sink, 2 multi-service fixtures with cold water gooseneck faucet and 2 gas cocks each and two GFI
AC duplex electrical receptacle. The top is 1” black solid epoxy resin with a drip groove. The two 24”W x 16”D x 35”H storage
cabinets are equipped with 2 adjustable shelves allowing for flexible storage. The mechanical area between the storage cabinets
is accessed from the front through an 18” wide removable panel. 96”W x 48”D x 36”H.
2946K Lab-View 4 Student Workstation
LAB-VIEW 4 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the water and gas assemblies are
omitted.
2946KF
Lab-View 4 Student Workstation with Flat Top

Student Side

Storage Side

LAB-VIEW 2 STUDENT WORKSTATION - This unit has all the advantages of the Lab-View 4student workstation but is
designed for use by two students. This workstation is equipped with a 12” x 8” x 6” epoxy resin drop in sink, 2 multi-service
fixtures with cold water gooseneck faucet and 2 gas cocks each and one GFI AC duplex electrical receptacle. The top is 1” black
solid epoxy resin with a drip groove. The two 24”W x 16”D x 35”H storage cabinets are equipped with 2 adjustable shelves
allowing for flexible storage. The mechanical area between the storage cabinets is accessed from the front through an 18” wide
removable panel. 68”W x 36”D x 36”H.
2926K Lab-View 2 Student Workstation
LAB-VIEW 2 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the water and gas assemblies are
omitted.
2926KF
Lab-View 2 Student Workstation with Flat Top
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Perimeter Workstations
CABINET STYLE OPTIONS - All cabinets are 24”W. The wall
annex is 18”Deep and the style is indicated by the number following
the 28. The last two digits in the item number indicate the perimeter
cabinet style.

16

26

36

46

PERIMETER WORKSTATIONS - Provide work space for up to four students while storing your valuable laboratory equipment
in these versatile perimeter workstations. Choose from four different configurations (door, door and 1 drawer, door and 4 drawers or 4 drawers). The stations are designed to utilize space along walls where they can stand alone or be ganged together. Each
unit includes: 1’ solid epoxy resin top with a 4” curb, solid epoxy drop-in style sink with strainer, 2 multiservice fixtures with
cold water and 2 gas cocks, 4 rod sockets, rod storage, and 2 GFI receptacles. 90”W x 36”H x 84”D.
2816K-16
Door Unit
2826K-26
Door/Drawer Unit
2836K-36
Door/4 Drawer Unit
2846K-46
4 Drawer Unit
PERIMETER WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the water and gas assemblies and the rod sockets are omitted.
2816KF-16
Door Unit with Flat Top
2826KF-26
Door/Drawer Unit with Flat Top
2836KF-36
Door/4 Drawer Unit with Flat Top
2846KF-46
4 Drawer Unit with Flat Top
MIX AND MATCH PERIMETER WORKSTATIONS - Provide work space for up to four students while storing your valuable
laboratory equipment in these versatile perimeter workstations. Choose one style cabinet for the wall annex and another for the
peninsula base. The stations are designed to utilize space along walls where they can stand alone or be ganged together. Each
unit includes: 1’ solid epoxy resin top with a 4” curb, solid epoxy drop-in style sink with strainer, 2 multiservice fixtures with
cold water and 2 gas cocks, 4 rod sockets, rod storage, and 2 GFI receptacles. 90”W x 36”H x 84”D.
WITH
FIXTURES
2816K-26
2816K-36
2816K-46
2826K-16
2826K-36
2826K-46
2836K-16
2836K-26
2836K-46
2846K-16
2846K-26
2846K-36

FLAT
TOP
2816KF-26
2816KF-36
2816KF-46
2826KF-16
2826KF-36
2826KF-46
2836KF-16
2836KF-26
2836KF-46
2846KF-16
2846KF-26
2846KF-36

Mix and Match Perimeter Example
Optional Flat Top
28 46 KF -36
Peninsula Cabinet Style
Wall Annex Cabinet Style
Indicates Perimeter Workstation
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Island Workstations
2 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Single faced tables that provide a fully equipped science center for
two students. These single faced units contain a solid epoxy resin sink along with two mulit-service
fixtures. Every unit contains GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, rod sockets and book compartments. The cabinet contains a cupboard with an adjustable shelf. 66”L x 30”W x 36”H.
C2716K
2 Student Workstation
2 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the sink, fixtures and
the rod sockets are omitted.
C2716KF
2 Student Workstation with Flat Top

4 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Single faced tables that provide a fully equipped
science center for four students. These single faced units contain two solid epoxy
resin sinks along with four multi-service fixtures. Every unit contains GFI AC
duplex electrical receptacles, rod sockets and book compartments. The two cabinets each contain a cupboard with an adjustable shelf. 11’L x 30”W x 36”H.
C2726K
4 Student Workstation
4 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the
sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2726KF
4 Student Workstation with Flat Top

6 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Single faced tables that
provide a fully equipped science center for six students.
These single faced units contain three solid epoxy resin sinks
along with six multi-service fixtures. Every unit contains
GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, rod sockets and book
compartments. The three cabinets each contain a cupboard
with an adjustable shelf. 16.5’L x 30”W x 36”H.
C2736K 6 Student Workstation
6 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as
above except that the sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are
omitted.
C2736KF
6 Student Workstation with Flat Top

8 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Single faced tables
that provide a fully equipped science center for
eight students. These single faced units contain four
solid epoxy resin sinks along with eight multi-service fixtures. Every unit contains GFI AC duplex
electrical receptacles, rod sockets and book compartments. The four cabinets each contain a cupboard with an adjustable shelf. 22’L x 30”W x
36”H.
C2746K 8 Student Workstation
6 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2746KF
8 Student Workstation with Flat Top
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Island Workstations
4 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Double faced tables that provide a fully equipped science center
for four students. These double faced units contain a solid epoxy resin sink along with two multiservice fixtures. Every unit contains GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, rod sockets and book
compartments. The front and back of the cabinet each contain a cupboard with an adjustable shelf.
66”L x 48”W x 36”H.
C2616K
4 Student Workstation
4 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the sink, fixtures
and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2616KF
4 Student Workstation with Flat Top
8 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Double faced tables that provide a fully equipped
science center for eight students. These double faced units contain two solid epoxy
resin sinks along with four multi-service fixtures. Every unit contains eGFI AC
duplex electrical receptacles, rod sockets and book compartments. The front and
back of the two cabinets each contain a cupboard with an adjustable shelf. 11’L x
48”W x 36”H.
C2626K
8 Student Workstation
8 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2626KF
8 Student Workstation with Flat Top

12 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Double faced tables that provide a
fully equipped science center for 12 students. These double faced
units contain three solid epoxy resin sinks along with six multi-service fixtures. Every unit contains GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles,
rod sockets and book compartments. The front and back of the three
cabinets each contain a cupboard with an adjustable shelf. 16.5’L x
48”W x 36”H.
C2636K
12 Student Workstation
12 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above
except that the sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2636KF
12 Student Workstation with Flat Top
16 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Double faced tables
that provide a fully equipped science center for 16 students. These double faced units contain four solid epoxy
resin sinks along with eight multi-service fixtures. Every
unit contains GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, rod
sockets and book compartments. The front and back of the
four cabinets each contain a cupboard with an adjustable
shelf. 22’L x 48”W x 36”H.
C2646K
16 Student Workstation
16 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2646KF
16 Student Workstation with Flat Top
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Island Workstations
2 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Single faced tables that provide a fully equipped science center
for two students. These single faced units contain a solid epoxy resin sink along with two multiservice fixtures. Every unit contains GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, rod sockets and book
compartments. The cabinet contains 4 drawers and a cupboard. 66”L x 30”W x 36”H.
C2516K
2 Student Workstation
2 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the sink, fixtures
and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2516KF
2 Student Workstation with Flat Top

4 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Single faced tables that provide a fully equipped
science center for four students. These single faced units contain two solid epoxy
resin sinks along with four multi-service fixtures. Every unit contains GFI AC duplex
electrical receptacles, rod sockets and book compartments. The two cabinets each
contain 4 drawers and a cupboard. 11’L x 30”W x 36”H.
C2526K 4 Student Workstation
4 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the
sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2526KF
4 Student Workstation with Flat Top

6 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Single faced tables that provide a fully equipped science center for six students. These
single faced units contain three solid epoxy resin sinks along
with six multi-service fixtures. Every unit contains GFI AC
duplex electrical receptacles, rod sockets and book compartments. The three cabinets each contain 4 drawers and a cupboard. 16.5’L x 30”W x 36”H.
C2536K
6 Student Workstation
6 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as
above except that the sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are
omitted.
C2536KF
6 Student Workstation with Flat Top
8 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Single faced tables that
provide a fully equipped science center for eight students.
These single faced units contain four solid epoxy resin
sinks along with eight multi-service fixtures. Every unit
contains GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, rod sockets
and book compartments. The four cabinets each contain 4
drawers and a cupboard. 22’L x 30”W x 36”H.
C2546K
8 Student Workstation
6 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same
as above except that the sink, fixtures and the rod sockets
are omitted.
C2546KF
8 Student Workstation with Flat Top
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Island Workstations
4 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Double faced tables that provide a fully equipped science center
for four students. These double faced units contain a solid epoxy resin sink along with two multiservice fixtures. Every unit contains GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, rod sockets and book
compartments. The front and back of the cabinet each contain 4 drawers and a cupboard. 66”L x
48”W x 36”H.
C2416K
4 Student Workstation
4 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the sink, fixtures
and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2416KF
4 Student Workstation with Flat Top
8 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Double faced tables that provide a fully
equipped science center for eight students. These double faced units contain two
solid epoxy resin sinks along with four multi-service fixtures. Every unit contains
GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, rod sockets and book compartments. The
front and back of the two cabinets each contain 4 drawers and a cupboard. 11’L x
48”W x 36”H.
C2426K
8 Student Workstation
8 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2426KF
8 Student Workstation with Flat Top
12 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Double faced tables that provide a fully equipped
science center for 12 students. These double faced units contain three
solid epoxy resin sinks along with six multi-service fixtures. Every
unit contains GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, rod sockets and
book compartments. The front and back of the three cabinets each
contain 4 drawers and a cupboard. 16.5’L x 48”W x 36”H.
C2436K
12 Student Workstation
12 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above
except that the sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2436KF
12 Student Workstation with Flat Top

16 STUDENT WORKSTATION - Double faced tables
that provide a fully equipped science center for 16 students. These double faced units contain four solid epoxy
resin sinks along with eight multi-service fixtures. Every
unit contains GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, rod
sockets and book compartments. The front and back of
the four cabinets each contain 4 drawers and a cupboard.
22’L x 48”W x 36”H.
C2446K
16 Student Workstation
16 STUDENT WORKSTATION WITH FLAT TOP Same as above except that the sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are omitted.
C2446KF
16 Student Workstation with Flat Top
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Octagon / Trifacial
Workstations
OCTAGON WORKSTATIONS - Both units provide ample space for 4 people and
are available in 56” or 62” solid epoxy resin tops. The center pedestal with apron
comes equipped with 4 drawers and 4 GFI protected AC duplex receptacles.
Accessories include two multi-service fixtures, 4 rod sockets and a 16” x 16” x 7”
solid epoxy sink with strainer, stopper and trap. The center pedestal has a removable panel to access utilities. The drawer cabinet unit features the same accessories
as the pedestal unit. 16 larger drawers replace the 4 smaller drawers in the pedestal
unit. The unit is designed to have one of the base cabinets removable to access the
utilities. The top is 1” solid epoxy resin.
Overall Dimensions: 56” units measure 56”W x 56”D x 36”H. 62” units measure
62”W x 62”D x 36”H
1516K 56” with Pedestal Base
1546K 56” with Drawer Base
1616K 62” with Pedestal Base
1646K 62” with Drawer Base
OCTAGON WORKSTATIONS WITH FLAT TOP - Same as above except that the
sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are omitted.
1516KF 56” with Pedestal Base with Flat Top
1546KF 56” with Drawer Base with Flat Top
1616KF 62” with Pedestal Base with Flat Top
1646KF 62” with Drawer Base with Flat Top

SERVICE ISLAND - A compact service island constructed
of solid hardwood, solid oak and oak veneers, with a clear
environmentally friendly waterborne acrylic finish. This
unit can be grouped with 2 station tables to provide an efficient and economical working arrangement. The unit
includes one 14” x 10” x 6” solid epoxy resin sink, two
multi-service fixtures, two GFI AC duplex electrical receptacles, chemical-resistant polypropylene trap, and locking
cupboard. The top is 1” solid epoxy resin. 26”W x 24”D x
36”H.
3116K Service Island

TRIFACIAL
WORKSTATION Hexagonal work station designed to be
used with standard
laboratory tables.
Accommodates more
students and provides
efficient use of floor
space. This unit features a molded epoxy
resin top with a drop
in hexagonal lipped
sink. Apron and
pedestal are constructed of solid hardwood, solid oak and oak veneers, with a
clear environmentally friendly waterborne acrylic finish.
Equipped with three multiservice fixtures containing one cold
water faucet and two gas cocks and three GFI duplex receptacles. The center pedestal has a removable panel to access utilities. 49” x 56-1/2” x 36”H
1536K Trifacial Workstation
TRIFACIAL WORKSTATIONS WITH FLAT TOP - Same as
above except that the sink, fixtures and the rod sockets are omitted.
1536KF Trifacial with Flat Top
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Instructor’s
Demonstration Units
INSTRUCTOR’S DESK - Sink cabinet and drawer cabinet. 1” black epoxy
resin top unless specified otherwise. Includes one each: multi-service fixture,
GFIt protected AC duplex receptacle, polypropylene trap, pull shelf, file
drawer hanging frame and support rod with crossbar.
Overall Size:
60”L x 30”D x 36”H.
1216KL
5’ Instructor’s Desk Sink on left
1216KR
5’ Instructor’s Desk Sink on right
5’ INSTRUCTOR’S DESK WITH FLAT TOP - Same as the 1216 except
that the sink, water and gas assemblies, rod sockets and upright set are omitted.
1216KF 5’ Desk with Flat Top

8’ INSTRUCTOR’S DESK - Sink cabinet and drawer cabinet. 1” black
epoxy resin top unless specified otherwise. Equipment includes: one each
mixing faucet, double gas cock, GFI protected AC duplex receptacle,
polypropylene trap, and a set of support rods and crossbar.
Overall Size: 96”L x 30”D x 36”H
1116KL 8’ Instructor’s Desk Sink on left
1116KR 8’ Instructor’s Desk Sink on right
8’ INSTRUCTOR’S DESK WITH FLAT TOP - Same as the 1116 except that
the sink, water and gas assemblies, rod sockets and upright set are omitted.
1116KF 8’ Desk with Flat Top

SIDE DESK FOR 5’ AND 8’ INSTRUCTOR’S DESK - Attaches to the
Instructor’s Desk providing a functional work surface and storage area for
teachers while sitting. The unit includes a pencil drawer, file drawer with
frame, two smaller drawers and a pull-out shelf. The classroom side of the
unit features a bookshelf with one fixed shelf. The top is 1” black epoxy
resin top. Overall size is 48”W X 30”D X 30”H.
1146K Side Desk
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Mobile
Demonstration Units
MOBILE INSTRUCTOR’S DESK - Unit contains one cupboard, four drawers and four ball bearing swivel casters, with brakes. Accessories include a
stainless steel sink, hand water pump, 2 water bottles and connecting hose, 2
rod sockets, locks, upright set, removable wooden storage tote tray and a
pegboard with hooks. Also included is the oak framed combination marker
board-mirror which features a shatter-proof plastic mirror which can be
reversed to serve as a handy marker board. Supplied 25’ extension cord can
be connected to a GFI protected AC duplex receptacle installed in the side of
the cabinet. The top is black 1-1/4” ChemArmor laminate. 30”D x 54”W x
36”H
4342K Mobile Instructor’s Desk
MOBILE INSTRUCTOR’S DESK WITH FLAT TOP - Same as the 4342K
except that the water and waste assemblies and the rod sockets and upright
set are omitted.
4342KF Mobile Instructor’s Desk

MOBILE INSTRUCTOR’S DESK - Mobile unit equipped with two cupboard compartments, one file drawer and two standard drawers. Pull out
writing board is supplied to allow for additional work space. All drawers and
doors have locks. This unit features a 1-1/4” ChemArmor top Included as
standard is the 21” x 28” pegboard and 50 assorted hooks for vertical storage, stainless steel sink, hand water pump, two water bottles with all connecting hoses, rod sockets and full upright set. One GFI AC duplex electrical
receptacle allows for simple connection of the 25’ extension cord that is supplied. Unit has four heavy-duty 4” swivel casters with brakes. 28”D x 48”W
x 36”H
4332K Mobile Instructor’s Desk
MOBILE INSTRUCTOR’S DESK WITH FLAT TOP - Same as the 4332K
except that the water and waste assemblies and the rod sockets and upright
set are omitted.
4332KF Mobile Instructor’s Desk

ADA COMPATIBLE MOBILE LAB STATION - This pre-assembled, selfcontained unit is designed primarily as a work station for the physically
impaired. and a work center for all classroom demonstrations. 1-1/4” thick
ChemArmor top. Unit includes a stainless steel sink, electric water pump,
supply and waste containers, GFI AC duplex receptacle with inlet socket, 25’
extension cord, locks, rod sockets and full upright set. The unit rolls easily
on 4” ball-bearing swivel casters with brakes. Constructed to be accessed
with a wheelchair from two sides. May be used with mirror. Wheelchair
access: 32”W x 29”H. Overall size: 72”L x 24”D x 33”H.
4352K ADA Mobile Lab Station
ADA MOBILE LAB WITH FLAT TOP - Same as the 4352K except that the
water and waste assemblies and the rod sockets and upright set are omitted.
4352KF ADA Mobile Lab with Flat Top
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Mobile
Demonstration Units
MOBILE DEMONSTRATION TABLE WITH DRAWERS - A self-contained demonstration center with its own water supply, waste container,
stainless steel sink and hand pump, and full upright set. This unit includes
four drawers for various lab supplies. Sliding doors with a lock conceal the
four drawers and storage compartment for large equipment and the water
bottles which are supplied. A GFI protected AC duplex electrical outlet is
built into the lab. Includes heavy-duty 4” ball-bearing swivel casters with
brakes. The top is 1-1/4” thick ChemArmor high pressure laminate. Sink
measures 15”W x 13”L x 5”D. Overall size: 48”W x 28”D x 36”H.
4222K Mobile Demonstration Table
MOBILE DEMONSTRATION TABLE WITH FLAT TOP - Same as the
4222K except that the water and waste assemblies and the rod sockets and
upright set are omitted.
4222KF Mobile Demo Table with Flat Top

MOBILE LABORATORY UNIT - Features 1-1/4” thick Nevamar highpressure laminated surface with drop leaf extensions. The cabinet features
unbreakable aluminum sliding door glides and lock. The unit comes standard with a stainless steel sink, and hand pump. A Ground Fault Interrupt
protected AC duplex electrical outlet is built into the lab. The cabinet rides
on 4” heavy-duty ball-bearing casters, two of which swivel and have brakes.
A 25 foot extension cord, two tote trays, two polyethylene 5-gallon water
bottles, connecting hoses, full upright set, and a propane burner with stand
are provided. Overall size: 48”W x 24”D x 36”H. Extended Top: 72”W x
24”D
4121K Mobile Science Laboratory Unit
MOBILE LAB UNIT WITH FLAT TOP - Same as the 4121K except that the
water and waste assemblies and the rod sockets and upright set are omitted.
4121KF Mobile Lab Unit with Flat Top

MOBILE LAB TABLE - This unit features unbreakable aluminum sliding
door glides and lock. Edges of the 1-1/4” thick Nevamar high-pressure laminated top are bound with a plastic molding. The unit is equipped with a stainless steel sink, and hand pump, heavy-duty 4” ball-bearing casters of which
two are swivel type with brakes, 25’ grounded extension cord, two water bottles, connecting hoses, full upright set and two fully adjustable shelves.
48”W x 24”D x 36”H.
4111K Mobile Lab Table
MOBILE LAB TABLE WITH FLAT TOP - Same as the 4111K except that
the water and waste assemblies and the rod sockets and upright set are omitted.
4111KF Mobile Lab Table with Flat Top
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Mobile Storage
Demo Cart
MOBILE STORAGE CABINET - A compact rolling storage cabinet that
offers the versatility of serving as a storage area, a mobile demonstration
table, or an extended work surface. The shelf is arranged to allow tall items
to be placed in the unit as well as allowing use of the shelf. The unit comes
equipped with four heavy-duty swivel casters with brakes. The unit is available with black 1-1/4” Plastic Laminate or 1-1/4” ChemArmor. 36”W x
24”D x 36”H.
4401K Black Plastic Laminate Top
4402K Black ChemArmor Top

BARE BONES MOBILE LAB TABLE - The unit features unbreakable aluminum sliding door glides and lock and one fixed shelf. Edges of the 1-1/4”
thick Nevamar high pressure laminated top are bound with a plastic molding.
Unit sits on 4” heavy-duty ball-bearing swivel casters with brakes. 48”W x
24”D x 36”H.
4101K Bare Bones Mobile Lab Table

MOBILE DEMO CART - The unit features solid oak construction. The legs
are 2-1/4” square and are securely fastened to the apron with factory
installed hanger bolts through the heavy-duty 13 gauge steel corner braces.
The unit is further braced by means of the leg stretchers and auxiliary oak
plywood shelf. The unit rolls easily on four factory installed 3” ball-bearing
swivel casters with brakes. Choice of two tops. 36”W x 24”D x 30”H.
4501K Plastic Laminate top
4502K ChemArmor top
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Mobile Storage

MOBILE MICROSCOPE STORAGE CABINET - This unit provides a safe,
convenient way to store your microscopes. It is constructed of solid hardwood, solid oak and oak veneers finished in a natural transparent finish with
unbreakable aluminum glides for both the front and back sliding doors. The
unit contains removable partitions to provide an individual space for each
microscope. The cabinet rolls on heavy-duty swivel casters with brakes. The
top is 1-1/4” Black Nevamar Plastic Laminate that furnishes an auxiliary
work surface. The cabinet has ample storage space for 24 standard classroom
microscopes. Individual microscope space: 6” x 9” x 16”. Overall size: 48”W
x 24”D x 40”H.
4701K Mobile Microscope Storage Cabinet

MOBILE LAPTOP STORAGE CABINET - This unit provides a safe, efficient and mobile way to handle Lap-Top Computers. Sliding hardwood plywood doors front and back provide easy access to storage as well as the
charging station. Multiple outlet plug strips in the back section allow easy
plug in of up to 20 computers. The cord from the outlet strips can be fed
through a hole in the floor of the unit so that the doors can be locked during
charging. The unit is also equipped with intake vents on one end and a powered fan on the other to disperse heat. The unit is constructed of oak, oak
plywood and hardwood plywood with a 1-1/4” black plastic laminate top to
provide years of service. Each unit rolls on 4” heavy duty swivel casters with
brakes. 48”W x 24”D x 36”H.
5301K Laptop Storage Cabinet

MOBILE BALANCE STORAGE CABINET - This unit provides a safe and
convenient way to store your various balances. It is constructed of solid oak
and oak veneered plywood with a clear environmentally friendly waterborne
acrylic finish. Featured are locking doors, both front and back with unbreakable aluminum glides. Supplied with four adjustable shelves to allow you to
configure storage arrangements to maximize available space. The cabinet
rolls on heavy-duty swivel casters, with brakes. The top is Black 1-1/4”
Plastic Laminate that furnishes an auxiliary work surface. 48”W x 24”D x
40”H.
5201K Mobile Balance Storage Cabinet
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